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Several of the very many French Press Articles on the 

Political Conspiracy against Philip Gwezh 

French Private Television and  
the French Right-Wing:  

True Targets of the Gwezh and Sabatier Scandal 

On December 28, 1990, Philip Gwezh, the Healer Prophet 

and many former patients whom he had previously cured, 

were the special guests of the famous French journalist 

(Patrick Sabatier) on his immensely popular TV show. 

Twelve million viewers were watching their TV sets for this 

h istorical  event .  The media  impact  of  the  show is 

indescribable. Philip Gwezh, the Breton, did not want to give 

his address or phone number during the show, therefore all 

the telephone centers of the French TV immediately went 

into total overload and shut down. There was the same 

telephone saturation in innumerable Breton city halls because 

everybody was calling. Right away, more than fifty thousand 

letters were mailed to the French TV. Everyone in France 

was struggling to get the address of the Healer prophet. 

In January 1991, Philip Gwezh set up his organization, 

Judgment of God, to try answering the needs of so many 

hopelessly sick people. In six months of work, Judgment of 

God officially received one million dollars in donations. 

In September 1991, the French police stormed Philip 

Gwezh 's  headquarters  and put  under arrest  a l l  his 

collaborators, but they could not get the Healer Prophet who, 

since April, was already in Greenland setting up his 

humanitarian center of "Archeo-Therapy." 

Political Police Conspiracy 

On March 17, 1992, the super-star journalist, Patrick 

Sabatier and his wife who produce the TV show were 

arrested by the Fourth Judiciary Brigade and interrogated for 
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forty-eight hours. During all this time, they were subjected to 

all sorts of violence, threats and humiliations. 

What is the reason for such unusual treatment of such 

super-famous VIP's? Only their association with Philip 

Gwezh's alleged "criminal gang." 

The day after, the star journalists were charged with 

"wrongful advertisement" [sic], assisting the "practicing of 

medicine without a licence" and assistance to "criminal 

fraud." Millions and millions of TV viewers in France were 

completely dumbfounded: They could not believe that the 

police would trash so badly their beloved idol. 

Such an unprecedented scandal does not happen just one 

week before the French elections, without a secret agenda, 

especially when one knows how much pressure the police 

have been putting on the one right-wing employee of 

Judgment of God: The police are boasting that he is Philip 

Gwezh's liaison with the conservative French forces who are 

threatening to win big in the forthcoming elections. 

Unfortunately for the French police and the "fascist 

conspiracy" they were trying to fabricate, everyone learned 

that most of Philip Gwezh's collaborators are Israelis. Many 

former leftist radicals are also part of his team which also 

includes a former personal collaborator of the general De 

Gaulle. So much for the right-wing theory! 

Blackmailing the French Non-Governmental Television 

Since their attempt to link Philip Gwezh to the French 

conservative opposition has failed dismally, the Socialist 

government is trying to use the scandal against the Director 

of the French private TV channel. 

In 1990 and 1991, he dared to air several TV shows that 

greatly embarrassed and infuriated the French leftist 

government. No better way for Mitterand in his self - 
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deification, to put pressure on the one man who can capture 

mill ions and millions of viewers on the only non -

governmental French TV channel. 

Just to prove the political conspiracy: The $6.000.000 

fi led against  him for contempt of the rules  of TV 

competition. More than a mere symbol, the French private 

TV now knows that it has a political threat hanging just 

above its head. 

The only hope of the French private TV station is for 

them to last long enough to reach the next elections. 

Inserts: 

More politic repression than in the scandal of the HIV 
contaminated blood. 

Prior to the conspiracy, Philip Gwezh had been working 

more than eight years without any sort of problem and 

hundreds of patients had been cured by him just in the few 

months that his organization, Judgment of God, functioned. 

And yet the police could come up with only two completely 

fabricated complaints against him. For the first one, a mere 

misdemeanor, he was judged in absentia and sentenced to ... 

a ticket! For the second, the plaintiff felt some scruples of 

conscience and dropped the lawsuit! 

Despite such a complete legal vacuum, the French police 

dared to put under arrest all the people working in the 

organization, Judgment of God, and, indeed, the TV star 

journalist. We do not want to take sides in such an ultra 

complicated story, but when one compares the means used 

by the Police against Philip Gwezh and the TV star journalist 

with what - they have been doing in the horrible HIV 

contaminated blood scandal, one can only be extremely 

shocked! By the way, a very interesting twist in Philip  
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Gwezh adventures has just occurred with his surprise arrest 

in the United States. 

Natural Medicines Under Attack 

The whole team of Judgment of God has been arrested and 

her chairman has been incarcerated until January 1992, while 

a support committee for Philip Gwezh was created by former 

patients he had previously cured. The TV star journalist and 

his wife have been arrested and charged, then released 

pending trial. France is seeking the extradition of Philip 

Gwezh from the United States. The conspiracy against Philip 

Gwezh and the journalist is provoking the complete 

neutralization of all forms of natural medicine and of more 

than four thousand practitioners who formerly practiced their 

art in France. Before they attacked Philip Gwezh, the media 

and the public were becoming more and more favorable to 

the idea. 


